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Educational Objectives
At the conclusion of this activity, learners will be able to:
• Learn about advancements in chemosensory diagnostics.
• Understanding existing novel smell and taste testing methods and how they can make us better medical providers.
• Identifying a roadmap to implement smell and taste testing routinely in the clinic.
• Harnessing the power of social media to communicate about the consensus reached on the need and advantages of smell and taste routine testing
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No further reproduction or distribution is permitted by electronic transmission or any other means. The presentations at this conference are the intellectual property of the presenter and require his/her permission for further use.
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  o If you mailed in your registration, an account may have been created for you with your email address as your username and "changeme" as your password.
  o If you need additional assistance, you can contact the CCME office at 614-293-3576.
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• To print individual event certificates, click on the “Print Certificate for this Event” icon (last icon to the right) that corresponds with the event title.

Please allow 2 to 4 weeks upon conclusion of the activity for CME credit to be applied to your CCME account. CME credits should be available to print at that time.

Need assistance or have questions? Call the OSU CCME office at (614) 293-3576.